…want to explore your personality and the world around you?

Career Orientation and Civic Engagement for International Students

Zentrum für Schlüsselqualifikationen (ZfS) again offers two inspiring modules in English: DISK.international and Service Learning.international allow students to reflect on their personal strengths and job opportunities as well as to get involved in one of Freiburg’s many NGOs.

Discover Your Skills.international: Strengths-based career orientation
In the strengths-based career orientation, you will reflect on, analyze your individual strengths and relate them to possible career options. The awareness, exploration and application of your individual strengths are deepened in peer advising groups and by getting contact to different fields of work and potential employers. The module is open for all international students.

In Service Learning.international you volunteer together with peers while supporting a local non-governmental organization (NGO). Combined with (self-)reflection and academic input, this learning experience inspires new practical and theoretical knowledge and supports transcultural sensitivity, multi-perspectivity, cooperative skills and solution finding. Service Learning.international is open for all students at the University of Freiburg. English is considered as common language. German language skills are not necessarily required.

Discovering your personal strengths and giving back to the local community - register now!

HisInOne for DISK.international
HisInOne for SL.international

We are excited to embark on this journey with you!

Both courses complement each other, but can also be booked individually. For more information and support, please contact us:

Dr. Markus Strauch
Discover Your Skills.international
markus.strauch@wb.uni-freiburg.de

Julia Kolbinger
Service Learning.international
julia.kolbinger@zfs.uni-freiburg.de

🌐 www.zfs.uni-freiburg.de/de/international

Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg

Das Projekt wird im Rahmen des DAAD-Programms "Integra - Integration von Flüchtlingen ins Fachstudium" gefördert.